# AGENDA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCUSSION</th>
<th>NOTES/ACTION ITEMS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## Present:
Wynkoop, Bonita; Fernandez, Monica A; Kompotiti, Theodora; Janiec, Richelle G; Marilyn Vaughn; Shen, Chiayi; Scrambling, Stephanie; Migliorati, Cesar A; 

## Not present:
Guelmann, Marcio; Howard, W. Stephen; Perez, Edna;

### Minutes
- Minutes from last meeting 4/11/18
  - Approved

### Reminders / Announcements / Future Events
- **Announcements**
  - Aaron from Henry Schein will be joining us for the meeting.

### Gloves in DMD clinics. Richelle
- **Black Fire brand** gloves placed in the DMD clinics for a trial seemed to be well accepted by students, staff and faculty. Richelle reported that very few cases of allergies have been reported and overall a very good feedback has been received. Therefore, the committee members agreed that this issue will be closed today but any changes will be reported to the committee on as needed basis.
  - CLOSED.

### Laser units in DMD clinics. Richelle/Dr Howard
- **Dr. Migliorati** reported to the group that due to the expense for purchasing the unit and the difficulties with training and implementation protocols the laser units will not be used in the DMD clinics.
  - CLOSED

### Photo-kits/mirror handles. Stephanie/Dr Fernandez
- **Stephanie contacted Dr. Fernandez** via email with some concerns about fractured and broken samples tested in clinic 3A. Since **Stephanie** is out today this issue will be tabled for next meeting.
  - **Follow-up issue in next meeting. Dr. Howard/Stephanie.**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Blue color core build-up composite material. <em>Dr. Echeto</em> request</th>
<th>Fluoride-Releasing, Automix Composite <strong>Core Build-up Material in blue color</strong> for better contrast was requested by <strong>Dr. Echeto</strong>. However the committee felt that the request lacked evidence and that this material could cause problems when cementing fiber posts with the existing Para Core System and building up with a different material since this will go against the manufacturer recommendations. Also submission was not addressing the teaching process and there were no instructions for use in clinics. <strong>Dr. Fernandez</strong> will communicate final decision to <strong>Dr. Echeto</strong>.</th>
<th>CLOSED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Autoclavable PTFE (Teflon®) tape. <em>Dr. Nimmo/Dr. Fernandez</em></td>
<td><strong>Dr. Migliorati</strong> contacted <strong>Dr. Neiva and Dr. Nimmo</strong> and based on lack of scientific evidence each Department will decide the best protocol to protect the implant screws. DMD Clinics will not be purchasing the <strong>Autoclavable PTFE (Teflon®) tape</strong> unless new evidence requires the need for the investment.</td>
<td>CLOSED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preventive oral hygiene products in the clinics. <em>Dr. Migliorati/Dr. Nascimento</em></td>
<td><strong>Richelle</strong> reported that the oral hygiene products are available for purchase at the Henry Schein store. Patients in the student clinics can be directed to purchase the products and students can enter the RX in Axium for the appropriate documentation. <strong>Dr. Fernandez</strong> will follow up to verify that the process is working as expected.</td>
<td>Follow-up with <strong>Richelle</strong> was tabled for next week. <strong>Dr. Fernandez</strong>.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Pedo size hand pieces and short burs blocks & Zirconia/Lithium Disilicate cutting burs *Dr. Echeto/Dr. Fernandez* | **- Pedo size hand pieces and short burs blocks** available in sterilization. **Dr. Echeto**
**- Zirconia/Lithium Disilicate cutting burs. Dr. Fernandez**

The committee discussed the need for smaller size handpieces and shorter shank burs when working on 2nd molars or patients with limited mouth opening. Also the committee discussed the need for more efficient cutting burs for zirconia and lithium disilicate crown removal in the DMD clinics. | Follow-up with **Marilyn** is needed. **Dr. Fernandez**. |
**Lock-n-Reload® Dr. Howard/Richelle**

- **Lock-n-Reload** coupler to combining partially used PVS cartridges (link #2 and pictures below). Use one coupler and an extruder PVS gun to quickly make full cartridges from a batch of “leftovers”. **Dr. Howard/Richelle**
  - Aaron provided the price and confirmed that this couplers are available at Henry Schein store for purchase.
  - The **Lock-n-Reload** coupler was approved by the committee and this item needs to be added to the dental supplies list.

Follow-up with **Stephanie** to confirm that this item was placed on the DMD supplies list for ordering by each clinic. **Dr. Fernandez**

**Gordon J. Christensen Clinicians Report® Dr. Migliorati**

- **Gordon J. Christensen Clinicians Report®** subscription for the faculty members as validation method of dental materials selection to confirm efficacy and clinical usefulness of new products and avoid both the experimentation on patients and failures in the clinics. This will reinforce the mission of this committee on evidence based dental materials selection. **Dr. Migliorati/Dr. Fernandez/Dr. Howard**

The website is: [https://www.cliniciansreport.org/subscribe.php](https://www.cliniciansreport.org/subscribe.php)

Login: ClinicAdmin@dental.ufl.edu
Password: UFdental32

**Ice packs for DMD clinics requested by Dr. Kompotiati**

- Ice packs were requested by **Dr. Kompotiati**. **Therma Kool®** is the brand used in Grad. Perio. for the student clinics. Aaron was able to provide order details and pricing. The committee voted and approved the storage of 2-3 bags per clinic.

Follow-up in next meeting. **Dr. Fernandez**

**Adjourn**

Meeting adjourned at 1:30pm

**Next Meeting - TBD**